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Rich, funny, deeply helpful Forget the name. Like “listicles”, it seems
that publishers think that every sexuality publication must market
itself this way or die. This publication doesn’t show about how to have
“ridiculously good sex”.Harold Bronheim MD You haven't read a book about
sex and relationships such as this one! Snyder takes his many years of
experience working with couples and shares some very helpful ideas. I
found many gems in this publication, and I could recommend it as a good
read which may be instrumental for those who have a problem with
repetitive sexual problems in their relationship or relationships.First,
it must be noted (as the writer himself says) that Snyder works mainly
with cisgender, heterosexual couples, so even though there are one or
two examples of queer lovers in his book, it is largely a straight, cis
lens. Having stated this, many of his insights are intra-psychic in
addition to interpersonal, and as such, may be relatable over the queer-
straight divide. I would recommend it to you, as well! For what it’s
worth, I came across him unpreachy, and I valued that the author reveals
his faith early so the reader can decide what may and could not be
relevant to them. Thank you, Dr.Now for the gems. The pragmatic reader
gets dropped in the authors long-winded, circumspect writing style.
Snyder has been in practice a long time—over 30 years. He has learned a
whole lot, and passes it to his readers. He begins by discussing the
sexual self along with sexual emotions, and how to look after them. He
lays out some important pieces of the mental end of arousal. Dr.Snyder
also discusses the deterioration of the Sensate Focus method to the
point where it is now practiced in the contrary manner it had been
intended, due to decades of poor conversation of the concept.’” He calls
a section on scent, “Of Sweaty T-Shirts and the Tops of Baby’s Heads.
This one is certainly a breath of oxygen -- honest, direct, and highly
orginal in its focus on sexual emotions rather than technique.”• “It’s
absolutely crucial that whenever you go looking for (erotic
inspiration), that you first appearance within yourself.”If you’re
reading this and find yourself critical of the insights, or if they seem
simplistic, I encourage you to read them within the context of the
publication, where they make even more sense and are placed in a more
deeply frame of reference. One of the best lines from the first chapter,
“There are better means of handling a ‘no. Within this insight arrive
many:• “If it feels like work, don’t do it. He calls for a come back to
the original method, which made this sexologist take note to research
this in higher depth.The author sets up a lot of great models for his
couples: The Two-Stage, the Simmer, arousal models. He also discusses
what he calls “Sex Knots”—common conundrums couples become engaged in,
and offers some simple fixes to try at the reserve’s end.He also has a
great sense of humor. I can’t do the richness of Snyder’s writing and
thinking justice in this brief review.’ They all involve first resolving
never to freak away. Sex should never feel like work, you may already
know.” It’s a great browse.But it’s also a deep browse, because



ultimately, Snyder is prescribing a come back not to sex per se, but to
erotic existence. I kept looking for the name in the reserve.It’s not a
“how-to” publication. It’s a “why” and a “what” reserve. As such, it may
actually surpass its title. Love Worth Building? Yes! Snyder's sites and
other online articles.  One of the most important books on sexuality in
long-term romantic relationships ever written. Amazing sex, however, can
only be had with somebody who is open up, accepting, loving, and ready
to pay attention to our as well as communicating their own feelings and
sexual requirements.Dr. Snyder has made an incredible contribution to
the literature with this groundbreaking function that is simultaneously
excellent, funny, useful and a pleasure to read. I believe this
publication will go considerably toward helping people practically
understand how to keep a captivating, loving, creative, and intimate sex
existence alive over the life cycle of a long-term romantic
relationship. Bravo! Gentle, sometimes funny, occasionally brilliant,
it'll leave you with fresh insights and assist you to stay out of your
own way." Just what a beautiful opening to chapter 1. Be prepared to be
surprised (Great sex isn't necessarily about what you imagine it really
is) and delighted. He speaks of the sexual self—an interpretation of
Avodah Offit’s work--as a less-than verbal, simple (but not easy)
component of ourselves. If you’re just interested in the lessons to be
learned, you'll be disappointed. His insights are both pragmatic and
believed provoking. He also uses vocabulary and concepts that are
relatable to many different expressions of spirituality. This is
actually the best book on the reason and treatment of sexual disorders
of desire, arousal and satisfaction that I've read in 35 years of
clinical practice in treating individuals and couples in therapy. I am
so savoring this reserve and recommending it to all or any my friends.
Also of notice is that Snyder is usually religious, and this comes
through in his estimates and also his values. This is actually the best
book on the reason and treatment of sexual disorders . I read this
quickly because it is definitely engaging.. Snyder. It is so on point
and so touching in finding the wonders of true love of self and ur
other. Sexual way of better or for even worse is a minor issue in
comparison to the expectations and fears that are held privately and
poorly communicated by normally loving and committed couples.as though
you are experiencing a non judgemental dialogue with a very insightful
friend. Dr Snyder is absolutely right that satisfying sex may be had
alone. The thing it did perform for me was make me very thankful for my
hubby. "Love Function Making" will earn a well-enjoyed and oft-referred
to place on the bookshelves of anyone in a relationship who values
creating and preserving the magic of sexual and erotic intimacy! You
need to be there and open to feel some sort of closeness and delight
like no various other guidebook.; requiring mindfulness, faith,
noncritical communication, and the need to be free of charge & joyous in
our lovemaking-the kind that goes beyond romance and warm sex. It’s not



actually a how-to book, it’s a how-to-understand book—which is probably
a better idea. Snyder writes a great book for a section of the ecosystem
around sex that hadn't yet been tackled well - our emotions. It's a
Reserve Worth Buying! He comes with an intelligent, creative, educated
approach to dialogue of sex and romantic relationships. He makes this
subject material organic(no feeling of correct or incorrect) he writes
in an easy, accessible way.. Dr Snyder offers skillfully demonstrated
the way the most challenging sexual knots that people create for
ourselves can be untied, when real intamacy is established and libido is
certainly freed to find complete expression in a loving partner... No"
how to" list or complicated preparations.This book will set the typical
for the field of sexual therapy..toss in a dash of humor and you have a
book like non-e other.even returned to parts to re-enjoy Dr. Anyone in
this sort of relationship should examine this reserve,whether you think
there are problems or not. This book is by no means a boring, how
exactly to guideline. Dr Snyder has done a brilliant work of identifying
the impediments to great sex in the context of of the interpersonal
powerful. This is for everyone and i am sure you will not experience the
same about urself, your lover and what is possible in your many intimate
realms. I will be reading it once again as I gain brand-new insights
with each sit down with "Love Value Making". The writing is accessible
yet scholarly. Snyder is special and this publication is usually a
reflection of this specialness. This is a pretty dull book There is the
right insight in this book, but overall it felt a lot more dull when
compared to a book approximately sex should be. Painfully long read I
purchased the audio addition of the book because it was highly
recommended by my doctor. The writer is unnecessary verbose-I believe
the audio version is definitely 6-8 hours long. Stephen Snyder is
normally a smart, loving and witty information for navigating the waters
of the most essential subject. I found many. The author goes through
case studies of many patients. Wish the book had cliff notes, because
the author makes some very important points about human being sexual
relations. Fun to read and implement Dr. I've followed Dr. Strongly
suggested for therapists, their customers, and just about anyone else!
Very strongly suggested. I read the library copy first, then bought my
own. Worth it! It's rather a couple's therapy publication, approached
through the portal of sex. Snyder's design, antidotes. The tips
expressed by Dr. Snyder will impart important insights into enhancing
the emotional and physiologic environment of the sexual romantic
relationship between you as well as your partner. This reserve discusses
love,spirituality and even religious beliefs ,elements that elevate the
sexual encounter above and beyond the physical. As a previous Director
of the FDA's Division of Reproductive and Urologic Drug items, I was
responsible for evaluating and approving medicines for improvement of
the physical aspects of male and female sexual function. After years of
going to scientific meetings,reviewing literature and speaking to many



experts in neuro-scientific sexuatly, it is clear to me that the most
fulfilling ,satisfying and truly intimate sexual encounters
("ridiculously great sex") must go beyond the physical. As Dr Snyder
claims "friction may get you sex but not never good sex." Depressing
book This book was very depressing to read. And gave no true help. He’s
prescribing mindfulness, interest, playfulness, spirit, intimacy and
pleasure, all in the not unreasonable wish that in becoming more
erotically alive, the reader can also are more sexually alive. But I am
baffled for why he offered this reserve the title "Love Worth Making".
Better sex could be had with someone fresh and exciting. LIFE-CHANGING
This is a life changing book. Snyder's distilled experience straight
applicable to my own patients' problems. Every couple should read this
publication and there's be a many more great sex--and much more
happiness--out there. That is much more than a sex therapy book. SEX
beyond physical If you're reading this page, you're interested in
assistance regarding sexual interactions within the context of a
meaningful romantic relationship. Dr. Also the notes are interesting.
Practical and wise As a practicing psychiatrist I found Dr. It leaves
you feeling loved and motivated, calmed down and exposed. Reading this
publication is like having a long conversation where some extremely
complicated things all of a sudden seem delightfully uncomplicated. A
Book You Can Delight In "The Rules of Desire are Rules of the Heart.
Although this publication is targeted for people in committed
interactions, I think it would be a fantastic primer for singles looking
to find a wife, since it's about a lot more than sex! Dr. Bonnie Kellen
a breath of oxygen I've been a sex therapist for several years, and have
read many books about them.”• “You don’t have to return your partner to
a state of quiescence whenever they obtain excited. I appreciated his
feeling of fun and his desire to obtain to the very best sex you will
ever have by leveraging your romantic relationship with yourself as well
as your partner.
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